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						Combination steam cooker
					

					5C90S 8990

					5C90S8990

					
					
					
							
										
											
												Hot Air
											

											
												Thanks to optimal heat distribution, you can achieve perfect baking and roasting on up to three levels, all at the same time. For energy optimised baking and roasting on just one level, you can use the Eco Hot Air function.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Smart slider
											

											
												An intuitive and very simple operating concept for all appliances: the Smart Slider makes every setting perfect.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Automatic programmes
											

											
												The perfect result at the push of a button: our automatic programmes are equipped for nearly every ingredient. Cooking can't get any easier.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Steam cooking
											

											
												Cooking with hot steam preserves the quality of food and promises the best tasting and healthiest cuisine.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Combined operation
											

											
												True all-rounders – our combination appliances: These little geniuses combine the functions of an oven anda microwave – and the talented multitasker can even steam-cook.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Digital Display
											

											
												


Keep an overview at all times. The digital display allows you to conveniently control the desired temperature, heating type, as well as the automatic switch-on and switch-off.







											

										

									
	
										
											
												Touch Control
											

											
												






Precise, innovative and very user-friendly: gently touching the Touch Control buttons is enough to select the desired setting.
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						Output, consumption  

	Voltage: 220 – 240 V  
	Total connected load: 3.0 kW  
	Grill output: 2,200 W / hot air output: 1,700 W 


						
					

					
						
							Oven type, heating type

Compact oven with 13 heating types:

	Top / bottom heat
	Bottom heat
	Hot Air Eco
	Hot air 
	Circulation
	Circulation grill
	Vario large area grill
	Vario small area grill
	Pizza level
	Defrost function
	Dough process
	Steam cooking from 35 °C – 100 °C
	Combined operation


						

					
					
						
							Design, comfort

	Control panel in the Dark Steel design
	Touch Control
	Smart Slider
	Digital display in white
	Push & pull water tank 
	Temperature sensor
	Quick heating
	Temperature recommendation
	16 automatic programmes
	Electronic temperature regulation from 30 °C – 250 °C
	Full glass inner door
	Dark Steel metal handle with logo
	Cooking chamber volume 50 l
	Flat oven walls with oven racks
	Enamelled cooking chamber
	Removable oven door for easy cleaning
	LED oven lighting
	Safety switch-off
	Child protection
	Cooling fan


						

					
					
						
							Dimensions H × W × D

	Appliance dimensions: 45.4 × 59.5 × 56.8 cm   
	Installation dimensions: 45.0 × 56.0 × 55.0 cm  
	Panel height: 96 mm
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							4251003105049
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									Installation instructions

										[image: ] Instructions-for-installation-and-use-5C90S8990.pdf 3 MB


									
									
									Instruction manual

										[image: ] Instructions-for-installation-and-use-5C90S8990.pdf 3 MB


									
									
									Technical data sheet

										[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5C90S8990-de.pdf 302 KB
	[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5C90S8990-en.pdf 438 KB


									
									
									
									Technical drawing

										[image: ] Technical-drawing-5C90S8990_5C60M8690_HS.tif 92 KB
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													Thanks to optimal heat distribution, you can achieve perfect baking and roasting on up to three levels, all at the same time. For energy optimised baking and roasting on just one level, you can use the Eco Hot Air function.

												

											

										
	
											
												
													Smart slider
												

												
													An intuitive and very simple operating concept for all appliances: the Smart Slider makes every setting perfect.

												

											

										
	
											
												
													Automatic programmes
												

												
													The perfect result at the push of a button: our automatic programmes are equipped for nearly every ingredient. Cooking can't get any easier.

												

											

										
	
											
												
													Steam cooking
												

												
													Cooking with hot steam preserves the quality of food and promises the best tasting and healthiest cuisine.

												

											

										
	
											
												
													Combined operation
												

												
													True all-rounders – our combination appliances: These little geniuses combine the functions of an oven anda microwave – and the talented multitasker can even steam-cook.
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Keep an overview at all times. The digital display allows you to conveniently control the desired temperature, heating type, as well as the automatic switch-on and switch-off.
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Precise, innovative and very user-friendly: gently touching the Touch Control buttons is enough to select the desired setting.
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